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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2006083504A2] A softener control assembly including a piston and a brine valve to control water and regeneration flow. The piston is
controlled by an eccentric connected to the drive shaft of the control valve. The brine valve is controlled by a cam, that is also connected to the
drive shaft. The cam and eccentric are mounted on the drive shaft that also includes an encoder disc. The encoder disc and shaft position are
monitored by a microcontroller using an optical sensor mounted on a circuit board to control the piston and brine valve positions. The encoder disc
has a pattern of slots that are evenly spaced to provide positional control. The encoder disc is designed to include a disrupted location on the disc
where the ribs of the slots are removed to provide an open area and the slots are filled in to provide a closed off area. This allows the optical sensing
system to recalibrate itself during each revolution. The softener control assembly also includes a de-bounce feature where a delay is incorporated in
the optical sensing program to require that the presence or lack of the optical signal is assured before the signal is accepted as valid.
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